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* Public Release 
 
Spin  Date  Fixes and Enhancements 
 
108*  12-03-2008 The ARRIS Choice menu update to place the cursor over the first 

box in the Choice menus has been removed due to problems with 
the Text Edit commands. 
 
The Shadow Study Site Location Map under the Shadow Study 
function in ARRIS 3D now properly displays in the menu. 

 
 
107*  11-24-2008 Fixed a problem in the Text Status menu where setting the Leader  

Angle parameter did not refresh the Status menu properly. 
 
The ARRIS "Choice" menus have been updated to consistently 
place the cursor over the first item in the choice list instead of the 
blank Title bar. The first item on the list is generally the default. 

 
Fixed a problem in Trim/Extend a specified distance where a 
distance of 0 was being stored multiple times in the "last used" list. 

 
 Fixed a problem in the Fillet command where a fillet radius of 0 

was being stored multiple times in the "last used" list. 
 
Fixed a problem in the Chamfer command where a chamfer 
distance of 0 was being stored multiple times in the "last used" list. 
 
The ARRIS Notes feature menus have been updated for menu 
cosmetics, addition of mouse scroll wheel functions, and menu 
help. 
 
The ARRIS Notes feature has been updated to add the additional 
note parameters of masking pen and masking color, making these 
optional. These functions were previously locked in at pen 0 and 
color 0 - which are still the defaults. The various pen parameters in 
the Notes feature have also been updated to accept 128 pens. 
 
The Briefcase Check-In function has been added back to the 
Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet Select menu. 
 
Fixed a problem in the 2 Point Text (:mn_dtext2) command where a 
"Point value expected" error was being generated during point 
inputs. 
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106*  08-04-2008 Fixed a problem in ARRIS++ where it was not properly setting 

a selected RI Library in the RI Select menu. 
 
Fixed a problem in ARRIS++ where it was not properly setting 
the Repeated Item name in the "Previous" and "Next" preview 
functions in the RI Select menu. 
 
Added a new command :cj_vp_2ptpan to ARRIS++. This command 
allows you to move a Viewport in a Sheet by selecting a point in the 
Viewport from Sheet space and then 2 other points in a the same or 
other Viewports to define the X and Y alignment for the Viewport 
relative to the first point. This command was added as the default 
right click to the Viewport button on the Desktop menu in ARRIS++. 
 
The eZ icon which opens the Export Current Drawing/Sheet To eZ 
menu has been added to the ARRIS++ Tools menu. 
 
Revised the default .pdf output file name in the Database 
Drawing/Sheet menu (file mode) to not include the leading 
underscore when plotting Sheets. 
 
Fixed a problem where an extra "dot" was being added to the .pdf 
output file name in the Database Drawing/Sheet menu (file mode) 
when plotting Sheets. 
 
Fixed a problem where Sheets were not being properly launched to 
eZ from the Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet menu. 
 
Fixed a problem in Wall/Opening counts and reports where the 
counts were giving a Buffer String Length error. 
 
Fixed a problem in the Line Application Sub-menu where the 
Chamfer button remains highlighted. 
 
Revised the "Save As 8.3" function so that all non-system 
Repeated Item libraries are automatically unloaded instead of 
checking for version 8.3 compliance. System RI libraries remain 
loaded on the assumption that the ARRIS 8.3 version of the system 
library is available when the database is loaded in ARRIS 8.3.  
 
Fixed a problem where "Cannot Locate Registry Entry" error was 
sometimes being given when loading a database. 
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Fixed a problem where double clicking a .dr or .sht file in Windows 
Explorer was starting ARRIS but not properly loading the drawing 
or sheet. 
 
Fixed a problem where very shallow arcs were being displayed as a 
straight line. 
 
Fixed a problem where pen settings in a penmap for pens above 
number 63 were not being properly recognized. 
 
The number of supported pens has been adjusted to 128 from the 
original 256 at the time of the ARRIS 9.3 release. This is due to the 
way custom walls are plotted, which allows support of a maximum 
of 128 pens. This still represents a substantial increase in the 
number of supported pens from the 16 supported in ARRIS 9.2 and 
previous versions. Plotting using Color also supports 128 colors (1-
127 with 0 as "no plot"). 
 
Fixed a problem where the a colormap was not being saved 
properly if the Save Colormap function is on in the Define Penmap 
menu. 
 
Fixed a problem where the menu icons in the Topographer plug-in 
did not build properly and were not shown in the menus. 
 
The Double Buffer Display parameter now defaults to "No" when 
ARRIS starts. It will remain set to "Yes" if set this way in a custom 
user preference set. 
 
The items displayed in the Line, Circle, Pattern, Dimension, Text, 
Wall, Door, Window, Stair, and Repeated Item Select menus now 
properly update if the color is changed while the Select menu is up. 
 
A "POINT" option has been added to the Change Layer edit (both 
Edit menu and Entity Select) which allows you to select an existing 
entity in the drawing to determine the layer you want to change to. 
  
The Environment Defaults Manager now uses the environment 
variable TEMP for the temporary directory instead of GTEMP. This 
change was made to keep ARRIS consistent. The Envrionment 
Defaults Manager menu has also been updated for mouse scroll 
wheel function and menu help. 
 
The Repeated Item Catalog Manager has been updated and Menu 
Help and Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. A new "Short List" 
function has been added for the current RI library display which 
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allows for display of only the items in the current library that are not 
in the current catalog. 
 
The Repeated Item Library Manager has been updated so that un-
archived Repeated Items stored on the disk are displayed with 
proper upper/lower case characters in the names. The case will be 
properly kept when archiving or extracting Repeated Items to/from 
libraries. Note however that MS Windows still sees upper and lower 
case characters as the same when the file is located on the disk. 
 
The Project List Manager has been updated and Menu Help and 
Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. 
 
The Project Page List Manager has been updated and Menu Help 
and Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. 
 
The Sigmac Compile / Build, Menu Compile / Build, and Library 
Unload menus in the ARRIS Developer Plug-In have been updated 
to perform multiple selections using the <Ctrl> and <Shift> keys 
consistent with other menus in ARRIS such as the Project Page / 
Database Drawing/Sheet Select menu. 
 
In the ARRIS Developer plug-in, the file storing the development 
defaults has been moved to be stored under the arrisdat.dir 
subdirectory in the User Home directory instead of the Standards 
directory. This enables multiple developers to have their own 
development defaults. 
 
The Viewport Cut menu has been updated for Menu Help. Also a 
"Browse" option has been added to the Viewport Name selection in 
the Viewport Cut menu to allow you to easily see previously used 
Viewport names and also select one for recutting. 

 
 
105  06-26-2008 Internal testing. 
 
 
104  06-20-2008 Internal testing. 
 
 
103  06-18-2008 Fixed a problem in the $riarc utilty which was not reading RIs and 
    creating the archive library properly. 
 
 
102*  06-10-2008 The PDF output directory when set to <Project Directory> now  

correctly uses the current project directory, even if it changes. 
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Fixed a bug in plotting where the .pdv file was not being read 
correctly. This resulted in not being able to set the desired plotter 
and "Default Device" errors. 

 
    Fixed a bug with default PDF settings when no previous defaults 

have been saved. 
 
Fixed a bug in opening Plot Presets from the Plot Project Page(s) 

    menu. 
 
    The "RASTER" button under the "OUTPUT TO:" heading on the 
    Plot menu was inadvertently left off. This has been restored. 
 
    Fixed a bug where the user preference for the Windows Toolbars 
    was not being read properly on startup. 
 
    Fixed a bug where more than 16 plug-ins were not being displayed 
    properly in the Plug-in Modules pull-down menu. 
 

The Catalog Manager menu has been updated and Menu Help and 
Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. 

 
    The ARRIS Architect Catalog select menus have been updated and 

Menu Help and Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. The Preview 
and Toolbar functions now work on these menus. 
 
The Repeated Item Select menu has been updated and Menu Help 
and Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. The Toolbar function on 
this menu now allows for choice of command. The Mouse Scroll 
Wheel functions have been tied to the RI Status menu. 
 
The Repeated Item Library Manager has been updated and Menu 
Help and Mouse Scroll Wheel functions added. A new "RI LIST 
FILE" button has been added which writes a list of all Repeated 
Items in the current library to a text file which is displayed on the 
screen in the default text editor. From here the file may be saved or 
printed as desired. 
 
 

 
 
101*  04-23-2008 ARRIS 9.3 Release 


